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Multidimensional signal detection analyses
(MSDA) for testing separability and

independence: A Pascal program

HELENA KADLEC
University ofVictoria, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

A Pascal (Turbo 6.0) program for testing perceptual separability, decisional separability, and percep
tual independence-three types of independence defined in the context of general recognition theory
(GRT)-is presented. GRT is essentially a multidimensional extension of signal detectability theory
(Green & Swets, 1966) and has been employed in complete-identification experimental paradigms to
examine whether information processing of stimulus dimensions is perceptually and/or decisionally sep
arable and/or perceptually independent. The definitions ofthese different forms of "independence" are
provided, the experimental design is described, and the program, MSDA, is described and demonstrated.

Complete-identification experiments are conveniently
employed in studies of perception to investigate whether
or not various stimulus attributes, or dimensions, are pro
cessed "independently" ofeach other. In these experiments,
a minimum of two dimensions of interest are specified
and a minimum oftwo levels are selected for each dimen
sion, For example, in visual perception, one may be inter
ested in studying whether the two dimensions of shape
and hue are processed independently, Selecting two levels
for each dimension requires two shapes (e.g., a rectangle
and an ellipse) and two levels ofhue (e.g., orange and red).
The stimulus set is then constructed by factorially com
bining all levels of each dimension with all levels of the
second; we have been calling this the feature-complete
factorial design (Kadlec & Townsend, 1992a, 1992b). In
the present example, the stimulus set would consist of an
orange rectangle, an orange ellipse, a red rectangle, and a
red ellipse. This is akin to stimulus sets employed by, for
example, Gamer and his colleagues to study perceptual
separability in speeded classification experiments (e.g.,
Gamer, 1974).

In complete-identification experiments, each stimulus
of the set has a unique response, and upon a presentation
of the stimulus, the observer must identify all aspects of
the stimulus. Thus, for each stimulus, the correct response,
along with each type ofpossible error, is summarized into
a confusion matrix (e.g., Townsend & Landon, 1983). The
confusion matrix provides the raw datathat are used to infer
support for or failure of independent processing ofthe stim
u�us dimensions under study. (Table 3 shows an example
ofa confusion matrix, which is discussed further below.)
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Two issues arise in this context. The first pertains to the
definitions of independence ofprocessing, and the second
concerns inferences, from the data, about whether the two
(or more) dimensions are processed independently. One
tack (e.g., Gamer, 1974; Gamer & Felfoldy, 1970; Pomer
antz & Pristach, 1988) is to define two dimensions as "per
ceptually separable," a type of independence, if(l) one of
the tested dimensions has no interfering effects on the
other dimension(s) when subjects are asked to classify the
stimuli by only one dimension while ignoring variations of
the second (filtering task), and (2) there are no facilitatory
effects ofone dimension on the other, or redundancy gains,
in tasks where the two dimensions are correlated (i.e., have
the same level). This operational definition ofindependent
processing (i.e., perceptual separability of Gamer), how
ever, while useful, is theoretically unsatisfying, and clearer
definitions of independence are now available in the con
text of general recognition theory (GRT; e.g., Ashby &
Townsend, 1986).

It is the purpose ofthis paper to briefly present three de
finitions of independence of GRT and their relationships
to some testable conditions and to offer a computer program
that estimates and tests the observable conditions that allow
inferences to be drawn about these three types of indepen
dence. The definitions and the relationships have been re
ported elsewhere (see Ashby & Townsend, 1986; Kadlec &
Townsend, 1992a); they are briefly recapitulated here for the
reader's reference. Readers familiar with GRT can skip the
next section without loss ofcontinuity. The computer pro
gram is the primary and novel contribution in this paper.

DEFINITIONS OF INDEPENDENCE AND
SIGNAL DETECTION PARAMETERS

Three theoretical definitions of independence of per
ceptual dimensions have been proposed within GRT
(Ashby & Townsend, 1986): perceptual separability, deci
sional separability, and perceptual independence. These
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notions have theoretical links to a number of observable
conditions,particularly,marginal response invariance(MRI)
and sampling independence (SI). Furthermore, because
GRT is essentially a multidimensional extension ofsignal
detection theory (Green & Swets, 1966), the sensitivity d'
and response bias f3 parameters of SDT provide further
tests ofthese types ofindependence (Kadlec & Townsend,
1992a, 1992b). The following is a briefdescription ofGRT
and the different types ofindependence and their relation
ships to the observable conditions and two types of signal
detection parameters.

Notation and Assumptions of GRT
In general, we denote m stimulus dimensions as A, B,

... , M, and the levels on each dimension are given by sub
scripts. For example, the set of stimuli for the complete
identification experiment, constructed from dimensions A
and B (each with two levels), contains four stimuli: A IBI'

A IB2 , A2B I , and A2B2. As in Thurstone's law of compar
ative judgment (Thurstone, 1927) or in signal detection
theory (Green & Swets, 1966), it is assumed that each stim
ulus is perceived slightly differently each time it is pre
sented to the observer, and thus a distribution of percep
tual effects (perhaps due to internal noise) results for each.
Under the additional assumption that each stimulus di
mension has a perceptual dimension associated with it,
which is a common assumption made in these types of
studies, we represent the distribution of the perceptual ef
fects for each multidimensional stimulus as a multivariate
probability density, /;j' In general, no assumptions are
made about the particular forms of these densities. Here,
however, because Gaussian signal detection estimates are
employed, the distributions are assumed to be Gaussian.

An example ofa perceptual space for four stimuli, each
having one of two possible levels on two dimensions and
combined factorially, is shown in Figure 1. The top panel
of Figure 1 shows the four bivariate Gaussian densities,
one for each stimulus. The bottom panel of Figure 1 shows
a more convenient representation of the perceptual space,
in terms of equal density contours; these are obtained by
slicing through the three-dimensional densities, as iflook
ing at these from above. Any point inside the elliptical con
tours has a higher probability of occurrence, whereas points
outside the contours have a lower probability of occur
rence. The shapes of these contours provide information
regarding the relative sizes of the variances along the two
dimensions and about the correlation: Circular contours
indicate equal variances and a zero correlation; vertical
(or horizontal) ellipses correspond to unequal variances
with larger variance along the y-(x- )axis; and tilted el
lipses indicate that there is a nonzero correlation between
the dimensions.

On a given trial, the stimulus (AiBj ... ) gives rise to a
percept that is a point (x,y, ...) in the perceptual space. As
in signal detection theory, the observer has a criterion, CM'

for each dimension M such that by comparing the percept
to each criterion, a decision regarding the identification of
the stimulus is made. For example, if there are two levels
on each of two dimensions, A and B, and thus four stim-
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dimension B CA

level 2 C) {2
CB

level 1 0 0
level 1 level 2

dimension A
Figure I. Example of a representation of four stimuli in two

dimensional perceptual space. The top panel shows the bivariate
distributions of perceptual effects for each ofthe four stimuli; the
bottom panel shows equal density contours of the distributions.

uli, four response regions are created. If the percept falls
above the criterion CA for dimension A and below the cri
terion cn for dimension B, the observer responds that
he/she saw stimulus A2B j •

Definitions
The term perceptual independence (PI) is defined as

the stochastic independence of two (or more) random vari
ables that represent the perceptual dimensions within a
given stimulus-that is, when the joint perceptual effect is
equal to the product of the marginal effects. For two di
mensions, PI in stimulus AiBj is defined as

/;/x,y) = gij(x) . gij(y), for all x, y, (1)

where gij(x) and gi/y) are marginal densities for dimen
sions A and B, respectively, in stimulus AiBj . For more di
mensions, PI would simply be defined to hold if the joint
perceptual effect was equal to the product ofall marginal
effects.

PI is a within-stimulus type of independence of two (or
more) dimensions and is related to the specific levels on
the dimensions. For example, "red" may be perceptually
independent of "rectangle" when the observer is presented
with a stimulus that is a red rectangle; however, "orange"
may not be perceptually independent of "rectangle" in a
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stimulus that is an orange rectangle. Thus, the dimensions
of color and shape in this example are perceptually inde
pendent but only at specific levels of color and shape (red
and rectangle).

The second type of PI, perceptual separability (PS), is
an across-stimulus independence. Formally, it is defined
in terms ofthe marginal densities, gij; if the marginal den
sities for each level of one dimension are equal across all
levels of the other dimension(s), that dimension is said to
be perceptually separable from the other dimension(s):

gil(x) = gdx), for i = 1 and 2. (2)

PS refers to independence of dimensions in the entire
stimulus set. For example, if the perception of color (red
and orange) produces the same distributions ofperceptual
effects regardless of what the shapes of the stimuli were
(rectangle or ellipse), then color is said to be perceptually
separable from shape.

Furthermore, note that PI (Equation 1) is a symmetric
relation between two dimensions: if "red" is perceptually
independent of "rectangle," then "rectangle" is also per
ceptually independent of"red." PS (Equation 2), however,
is not necessarily symmetrical; perception ofcolor can be
perceptually separable from shape, but shape need not be
perceptually separable from color.

Because behavioral measures of perception involve both
perceptual and decisional processes, a notion ofdecisional
independence is also considered (Ashby & Townsend,
1986). Decisional separability (DS) occurs when the sub
ject's decision about one dimension is unaffected by the
levels of the other dimension(s). In the GRTrepresentation,
this corresponds to decision criteria that are parallel to the
perceptual axes. This means that the decision about, for
example, the color ofthe stimulus will not depend where on
the shape continuum the percept happened to fall. As was
the case for PS, DS is not necessarily a symmetric relation
for perceptual dimensions; one dimension may be deci
sionally separable from the other, but not vice versa.

When three or more dimensions compose a given stim
ulus set, PS and DS can be defined in two alternative ways
(Kadlec & Townsend, 1992b). Twodimensions (A and B)
may bejointly (pairwise)perceptuallyseparable from a third
(C) when the joint perceptual distributions for the two di
mensions are identical regardless of the level of the third
dimension. In other words, the third dimension (C) has no
effect on the joint perception of the A;B) combination.

Alternatively, one dimension may exhibit single-com
ponent PS when its perception is unaffected by changes in
all other dimensions. This single-component analysis al
lows a direct look at how each individual dimension is in
fluenced by changes in levels of all other dimensions in
the stimulus set.

PI, PS, and DS are theoretical definitions of indepen
dence, and the underlying joint densities are not observ
able. However, theoretical relationships between these
and a number of observable measures have been shown.
In a series of theorems, Ashby and Townsend (1986) have
linked these concepts of independence with a number of

behaviorally defined notions of independence. Two are
relevant for accuracy data and are based on probabilities
derived from a confusion matrix: marginal response in
variance and sampling independence. A second set of de
rived measures consists of two types of signal detection
parameters-marginal and conditional-that have been
shown to be tied to PS, DS, and PI (Kadlec & Townsend,
1992a).

Marginal response invariance (MRI) is defined as oc
curring when the probability of correctly reporting one
component in a given stimulus does not depend on the
level of the other component(s) in the stimulus-that is,
MRI holds whenever

P(a;IA;B) = P(a;IA;Bk ) , i = 1,2, i j » k, (3)

where pea;) = P(a;b j ) + P(a;b2 ) + This is a global,
across-stimuli concept and is the cumulative probability
analog ofPS (Equation 2). It is also linked to PS via The
orem 5 in Ashby and Townsend(1986, p. 166), which states
that if PS and DS hold for two dimensions, then MRI is
logically implied for those dimensions.

The second probability-based definition of indepen
dence of two (or more) dimensions within a given stimulus
is sampling independence (SI). Again, it is the cumulative
probability analog of PI (Equation 1) and is defined to
hold in a given stimulus, Sr' when the probability of re
porting the joint event of the two components equals the
product ofthe marginal probabilities ofreporting each com
ponent individually:

P(a;b)Sr) = P(a;ISr) P(b)Sr)' (4)

Theorem 1 in Ashby and Townsend (1986, p. 160) states
that if DS is assumed to hold, SI logically implies PI in a
given stimulus.

The second set of behaviorally defined measures
that can be used to test PI and the two separabilities are the
d' and f3 parameters of signal detection theory. There are
two types of signal detection parameters that can be de
fined in multidimensional perceptual space: marginal and
conditional. Both are estimated, as in Green and Swets
(1966), from the probability of a "hit" (here we arbitrarily
define a hit as level 2 on a dimension when level 2 was
presented to the subject) and the probability of a "false
alarm" (when the subject responds level 2 when in fact
levei 1 was presented). The difference lies in that the mar
ginal parameters (and estimates) use the marginal densi
ties (and cumulative probabilities), whereas the condi
tional estimates are found from densities resulting after
conditioning on a particular level of the second dimen
sion. For example, we define conditional d' and f3 be
tween the two shapes, given that the subject correctly re
sponded "red," and, similarly, we define d' and f3 between
the shapes, given the subject's incorrect response that
he/she saw "red." This can be carried out for each dimen
sion, conditioned on each type ofresponse to the other di
mension. Further details and more technical definitions
may be obtained from Kadlec and Townsend (1992a,
1992b).
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TESTS OF PS, DS, AND PI

Note-MRI, marginal response invariance; PS, perceptual separability;
OS, decisional separability; T, true; F,false; y, (weak) yes; N, no; ?y, un
known but possibly yes; ?n, unknown but possibly no; ?, unknown. This
table is adapted from Kadlec and Townsend's (1992b) Table I.

We have recently shown that the two types of signal de
tection parameters are related to PI, PS, and DS (Kadlec
& Townsend, I992a) and thereby contribute to a stronger
empirical test ofPI, PS, and DS. These theoretical results
in addition to those of Ashby and Townsend (1986), have
been used to develop a methodology that uses all the ob
servable conditions-MRI, SI, and the two sets of signal
detection estimates-to test PS, DS, and PI oftwo or more
perceptual dimensions (Kadlec & Townsend, 1992a,
1992b). This technique is called multidimensional signal
detection analyses (MSDA).

Ashby and Lee (1991) have also developed a technique,
based on hierarchical model-fitting, to test for PS, DS, and
PI in the context of GRT. In this procedure, a series of
nested models is fit to the data until no significant im
provement in fit is found. Forexample, to infer that PS holds
for dimension A (and DS and PI hold), a model assuming
PS, DS, and PI is tested against a model where DS and PI
hold but PS for dimension A does not; ifno significant im
provement is found, PS for dimension A is supported. This
is a valuable technique and provides a complementary
analysis to the one presented here. Compared with MSDA,
it is computationally much more intensive and is limited
by the degrees of freedom available from the confusion
data-a limitation that is especially crucial in designs with
small confusion matrices.'

In MSDA, the theoretical relationships between all the
observable conditions and PS, DS, and PI lead directly to
inferences about these types ofdimensional interaction. If
we list all possible experimental outcome combinations,
we can find their consequences (these are summarized in
Tables I and 2). In the marginal analyses, or macroanaly
ses (Table I), a given pattern of results in tests of MRI,
marginal d', and marginal f3-where T (true) indicates
that the condition holds in the data, and F (false) means it
has been violated by the data-allows inferences about PS
and DS. Table 2 shows the microanalyses, where tests of
SI ofstimulus dimensions within each stimulus, as well as

Table 1
Inferences From Macroanalyses About PS and OS

From Observable Conditions

Observed Results
for a Pair of Stimuli Conclusions

Conditional Conditional for a Pair ofStimuli
SI? d' equal? f3 equal? PI OS

TorF TTy Y
T T F ?y N
T F T ?y N
T F F ?y N
F T F ?n ?n
F F T ?n ?n
F F F ?n ?n

Note-:-SI, sampling independence; PI, perceptual independence; OS,
decisional separability; T, true; F, false; y, (weak) yes; N, no; ?y, un
known but possibly yes; ?n, unknown but possibly no. This table is
adapted from Kadlec and Townsend's (I 992b) Table 2.

Table 2
Inferences From Microanalyses About PI and OS

From Observable Conditions

Specification of Stimulus Design
Recall that the feature-complete factorial design of the

stimulus set is a factorial combination of the levels on
each of the dimensions. For example, for testing three di
mensions, A, B, and C, with two levels on dimension A,
three levels on dimension B, and four levels on dimen-
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estimates ofconditional d's and f3s, yield inferences about
PI and DS.

In the Conclusions columns, "N" (no) indicates a strong
conclusion that the effect was logically falsified, whereas
"y" (yes) denotes weak support for the conclusion insofar
as the observed results are consistent with the conclusion
but are not a logical implication. This stems from the form
of the theoretical relationships where the logical implica
tions of the theorems relating the SDT parameters with
PS, DS, and PI are unidirectional-that is, where the log
ical implications are from the unobservables (PS, DS, and
PI) to the observable conditions (MRI, SI, equality ofmar
ginal or conditional d' and 13). For example, one theorem
states that ifPI and DS hold, then the conditional d' and 13
parameters will be equal; however, the contrapositive
statement has not been proved. Using this theorem, if the
conditional estimates are found to be equal, such results
are consistent with PI and DS but are not logically implied.
In such cases, we say that PI and DS have found weak sup
port (denoted by "y"; see Kadlec & Townsend, 1992a, for
further discussion on this point).

Furthermore, because most of the theoretical relation
ships are unidirectional, some combinations of results do
not yield a conclusive inference. These cases, which ap
pear particularly in the microanalyses, while inconclusive
are nevertheless suggestive in the direction indicated. This
is denoted by prefixing the conclusion with "T" and merely
indicates that the conclusions should be interpreted with
caution.

The software for computing MR!, SI, and the signal de
tection estimates, along with the corresponding inferences,
is described next.Y

N
Y
N
?n
N
?
?

OS

y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N

PS

Conclusions
for One Dimension

T
F
T
F
T
F
T
F

Marginal
f3 equal?

T
T
F
F
T
T
F
F

Marginal
d' equal?

Observed Results
for One Dimension

T
T
T
T
F
F
F
F

MRI?
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sion C, the design is specified as a 2 X 3 X 4. The order
of the dimensions is important here for the subsequent
analyses, since the stimulus design specifies how the stim
uli are labeled. For example, a 2 X 3 design has stimuli
coded as 11, l2, 13,21,22,23, which is different from a
3 X 2 design whose stimuli are 11, 12,21,22, 31, 32.
(Note that analysis ofboth 2 X 3 and 3 X 2 designs would
require a 6 X 6 confusion matrix.)

The program can handle up to four dimensions and up
to four levels on each dimension. Experiments with more
dimensions and levels would not be practically feasible;
thus, these upper limits seem sufficient. A 4 X 4 X 4 X 4
design, however, wouldrequirea512 X 512confusionma
trix, which would not be encountered in practice; thus, a
limitation is placed on the size of the confusion matrix,
and it must be less than 50 X 50. This combination ofval
ues provides flexibility for both the number ofdimensions
and the number of levels employed in a given study. For
example, studies with four dimensions, each with two lev
els, have been performed (e.g., Townsend, Hu, & Kadlec,
1988). Two-dimensionalstudies where each dimension had
four levels have also been reported (e.g., Nosofsky, 1985).

The minimumnumber ofdimensions is two, and the min
imum number of levels per dimension is also two. Thus,
the smallest design is a 2 X 2, requiring a 4 X 4 confusion
matrix for analysis.

Input Confusion Matrix
As noted above, the maximum size of the input confu

sion matrix is 50 X 50, and the minimum is 4 X 4. The
frequency of each of the possible responses to a given
stimulus presented is tabulated in one row of the confu
sion matrix. The diagonal entries ofthe matrix contain the
frequencies of the correct responses.

Table 3 shows an example ofan 8 X 8 confusion matrix
obtained from a recent study (Kadlec, 1992) where three
dimensions (CURVATURE, ORIENTATION, and LOCATION)

were each presented at one oftwo levels in a 2 X 2 X 2 de
sign. The stimuli were arcs of two curvatures, smaller
(level 1) and larger (level 2), with attached radial lines of
two orientations, 50°and 55° (levels 1and 2, respectively),
similar to stimuli constructed of circles or semicircles of
different diameters with embedded radial lines employed
by Shepard (1964) and Nosofsky (1985), among others.
Furthermore, each stimulus was presented to the observer

Table 3
An 8 X 8 Confusion Matrix Obtained From a
2 X 2 X 2 Feature-Complete Factorial Design

Response

Stimulus III 112 121 122 211 212 221 222
III 84 I 6 0 7 0 2 0
112 10 77 0 7 I 3 0 2
121 42 2 47 I 4 0 4 0
122 13 25 20 30 5 3 2 2
211 I 0 0 0 74 I 24 0
212 I 0 0 2 22 59 1 15
221 I 0 7 0 20 3 57 12
222 I 0 2 6 7 24 16 44

at one of two different locations. The analysis of this con
fusion matrix will be used in the remainder of this report
as an example. As Table 3 shows, the input file for this 2
X 2 X 2 design contains an 8 X 8 matrix ofinteger-valued
frequencies.

Main Menu
The main menu is shown in Appendix A. Option 0 gives

a briefoverview of the design limits and the format of the
input confusion matrix, as described above. Option 1 al
lows the user to define the design that will be used in the
analyses. In selecting Option 1, the user is prompted by a
series ofqueries. First, the number ofdimensions must be
specified. Second, for each dimension, the user may op
tionally provide a name/label for the dimension but must
specify the number oflevels. The program then computes
the size of the confusion matrix required for the analysis
and provides a summary ofthe design. Ifthe wrong design
has been entered, the user can simply return to the main
menu and select Option 1 again.

Option 2 prompts the user to enter the name of the input
file containing the confusion frequencies. The name should
be a standard file name, with eight alphanumeric charac
ters and an optional three character extension. If the input
file name has the extension ".MTX", all such files found
in the current directory are listed for the user's convenience.
This ".MTX" extension, however,is not necessary, and any
file name can be entered.

The default name ofthe output file is generated from the
input file name without the extension and by adding the
extension ".MSD". Alternatively, the user can specify her/
his own name for the output file.

After specifying the design by Option 1 and the file
name of the input confusion matrix in Option 2, the con
fusion matrix can be viewed on the screen by selecting Op
tion 3. This provides a convenient check to make sure that
the matrix has been read in correctly.

Option 4 runs the analysis of the confusion matrix. The
analysis and sample output are described in the next
section. The output file can be viewed onscreen or printed
by selecting Option 5 or printed by selecting Option 6. To
exit the program, Option x is selected.

Estimation of Signal Detection Parameters
The estimation takes place for each given dimension

across levels of (or conditioning on) a secondary dimen
sion at all fixed levels ofthe remaining dimension(s). The
analysis is done for all dimensions combined in all possi
ble and nonredundant ways. For example, for three di
mensions there are 3! combinations of orders of the di
mensions: 123, 132,213,231,312, and 322. The order
123 tests dimension 1 across levels of (or conditional on)
dimension 2 at all (fixed) levels of dimension 3.

The marginal d's and f3s are estimated from the proba
bilities obtained from the confusion matrix. It is assumed
that for all estimates, both the "noise" and "signal-noise"
distributions are standard normal, since in the present par
adigm, we cannot estimate the variances of the distribu
tions. For every estimate, the z values corresponding to the



probability of"hit" (proportion of times that the observer
responded with level 2 when level 2 was presented) and
"false alarm" (proportion of times that the observer re
sponded with level 2 when level 1 was presented) are then
employed to compute the d' and f3 estimates, as in stan
dard signal detection theory.

In the case ofconditional d's and f3s, estimation is con
ducted similarly, once the appropriate probabilities of"hit"
and "false alarm" are obtained. To compute the probabil
ities of "hit" and "false alarm" conditional on the subject's
response to a second dimension, the definition of condi
tional probability is used: For any two events denoted EI
and E2, P(Ell E2) = P(EI and E2)/P(E2). Thus, for ex
ample, the probability of "hit" on dimension A-which
occurs when the observer responds level 2 onA (a2) when
in fact A was presented at level 2 (A2)--conditional on,
say, the "hit" on dimension B, is given by P(azlbz and
AzBz) = P(az and bzl AzBz)/P(bzl AzBz); the probability
of "false alarm" on A, conditional on the "hit" on B is
P(azlbz and AjBz) = P(az and bzIA,Bz)/P(bzIA]Bz).

Toobtain the z values for the normal distribution, a "table
look-up" algorithm is used, with interpolation if necessary.

Output of MSDA and Its Interpretation
Appendix B shows the output obtained for the confu

sion matrix shown in Table 3 analyzed in a 2 X 2 X 2
stimulus design. The marginal results are reported first,
with MRI probabilities, and marginal d's and f3s tested for
equivalence, as described below. This is followed by the
conditional analyses, tests of SI followed by the condi
tional signal detection microanalyses. The conclusions re
garding PS, DS, and PI are also reported. For example, if
the marginal d's are equivalent, support for PS is inferred
(Table I).

In the marginal analyses, conclusions about PS and DS
are reported for each dimension across the levels of the
other dimension. Failure of either type of separability is
indicated by the - (logical not) sign in front of the corre
sponding abbreviation. Furthermore, if PS has failed
(-PS), the direction of the interaction can also be imme
diately inferred from the relative sizes of the reported mar-'
ginal d' estimates. For example, in Appendix B, CURVA

TURE failed to be perceptually separable across levels of
ORIENTATION at the second level of the LOCATION dimen
sion. This is concluded because the marginal d's were sig
nificantly different, with the d' at the first level of ORIEN

TATION being larger (d' = 3.45) than at the second level of
ORIENTATION (d' = 2.52). This means that when the lines
were oriented at 50° (level 1), the curvatures were more
easily discriminable (because the d' is larger) than with
55° lines (level Zj.?

The conditional analyses are reported next, beginning
with tests of SI. For SI, in designs with three or four di
mensions, the highest order SI is tested first. For example,
in a three-dimensional design, three-way SI is tested first:
if three-way SI holds, two-way SI tests are not performed
since it follows that if three-way SI holds, all subordinate
two-way SI tests will also hold. However, if three-way SI
fails for a particular stimulus-response cell of the confu-
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sion matrix, all possible two-way SI tests are conducted to
isolate which pair or pairs of dimensions violated SI. For
two-dimensional designs, no further tests are necessary.

The conditional signal detection analyses are reported
last. As with the marginal analyses, these involve all pos
sible combinations of dimensions. In this case, tests are al
ways performed pairwise for estimates conditional on ad
jacent levels of the secondary dimension: for example,
estimates for dimension A conditioning on level 1 versus
level 2 on dimension B. In the case of more than two lev
els on the secondary dimension, conditional tests are also
conducted on all other adjacent levels-that is, condition
ing on (1) level 1 versus level 2, (2) level 2 versus level 3,
and (3) level 3 versus level 4 (see example in Appendix C,
which is discussed further below).

The marginal signal detection estimates are again shown
in the columns labeled "Marg," for comparison purposes;
however, these marginal values are not included in the sig
nificance tests for conditional signal detection estimates.
The conclusions about PI and DS are reported. Note that
in the conditional signal detection tests, the test for PI is
always for a given pair of stimuli. For example, in Appen
dix B, the conditional d' and f3 for CURVATURE conditional
on LOCATION (at level 2), with ORIENTATION fixed at
levell, are equal. In other words, conditioning on the sub
ject's responses above and below the LOCATION criterion
results in equal f3s and d's for CURVATURE (d' = 3.064
below the LOCATION criterion where the subject incor
rectly responds levell, and d' = 3.538 above the LOCA

TION criterion where the subject correctly responds
level 2). This means that the data are consistent with per
ceptual independence between CURVATURE and LOCATION

in stimuli C]O,LZand CZO]L z.
When PI has failed-a conclusion that cannot be strongly

inferred when DS has failed but is consistent with the ob
served results (denoted as ?-PI in the output)--the direc
tion of the interaction can again be inferred by examining
the relative sizes of the conditional d' estimates. For ex
ample, CURVATURE and ORIENTATION (at level 1) are not
perceptually independent (see, e.g., at the second level of
LOCATION), because the CURVATURE d', conditioned on
the subject's correct identification of ORIENTATION as
being at the first level (d' = 3.97), is significantly larger
than the d' conditioned on the subject's incorrect identifi
cation of ORIENTATION at second level (d' = 1.985). This
tests PI between CURVATURE and ORIENTATION in the
stimuli CtO]LZand CZO]L z (with LOCATION at level 2),
and the unequal d's indicate that at least one of the equal
density contours that correspond to these two stimuli is a
tilted ellipse, such that the distance between the densities
below the ORIENTATION criterion (level 1) is larger than
the distance above the ORIENTATION criterion (level 2) (see
Figure 2).

As an example of how the information from the mar
ginal and conditional analyses can be combined into a
graphical representation of the stimuli in a perceptual
space, a view of the equal density contours for CURVA

TURE and ORIENTATION, at the second level of LOCATION,

is shown in Figure 2 for these confusion data. This repre-
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Figure 2. Equal density contours for CURVATURE and ORIEN
TATION, at the second level of LOCATION, for the confusion data
in Table 3 that have been analyzed as a 2 x 2 x 2 stimulus design
(results given in Appendix B). Co = decision criterion for ORIEN
TATION; C

C
= decision criterion for CURVATURE. See text for fur

ther discussion.

sentation captures the following features of the analyses:
(1) The marginal d' for CURVATURE is larger at the first
level of ORIENTATION (3.45) than at the second level
(2.52), indicating failure ofPS ofCURVATURE across ORI

ENTATION. This is indicated by the different distances on
the CURVATURE axis (which are proportional to the d's)
between the centers ofthe ellipses (i.e., the means ofthese
densities). (2) The marginal d's are equal for ORIENTA

TION across CURVATURE (1.44 and 1.383) again because
the distances between the centers in this case are equal on
the ORIENTATION axis. (3) DS, which was inconclusive for
both dimensions in the marginal analyses, is supported for
CURVATURE across ORIENTATION and fails for ORIENTA

TION across CURVATURE in the microanalyses. (4) The cir
cular contours of stimuli C P2L2 and C202L 2 allow for
equal conditional d's, and with DS for CURVATURE (the C;
criterion parallel to the ORIENTATION axis), equal condi
tional f3s. (5) The equal density contours for stimulus
C1°1L 2 shows a positive dependence between CURVATURE

and ORIENTATION, as shown by the positively tilted ellip
tical contour. This, along with the circular contour for stim
ulus C102 L2 , results in a larger conditional d' to the left
of the CURVATURE criterion, Ce , than the conditional d' to
the right of this criterion. (6) The negatively tilted ellipti
cal contour of stimulus C20lL 2 is consistent with a
smaller conditional d' to the left of the CURVATURE crite
rion. Further details about graphically representing stim
ulus configurations as equal density contours from these
data analyses can be obtained from Kadlec and Townsend
(1992a, 1992b).

Occasionally, it may occur that the analysis will yield a
negative d' estimate. This has occurred in the present mi-

CURVATURE

Significance Tests
Two general types of significance tests are employed:

testing whether two probabilities are equivalent (for MRI
and SI), and testing whether two (or more) d' and f3 val
ues are equivalent.

To test two probability values for equivalence, a z test
(see, e.g., Hays, 1988, p. 258) is employed. Two probabil
ities, pI and p2, are passed to the procedure, and the z
value is computed by

z = (pI - p2 - .5In) I (Jp, ijpl > p2,
z = (pI - p2 + .5In) I (Jp, ijp2 > pI,

where (Jp = ;/[n(p)(1-p)], with p the larger ofpI or p2,
and n is the number of trials used to estimate each p 1 and
p2. The procedure returns the probability that the null hy
pothesis is true [P(Ho )]' For MRI with more than two lev
els across the secondary dimension, the largest and small
est values are selected and tested for equivalence, and if
these values are not significantly different, MRI is in
ferred to hold.

To test the d' and f3 estimates for equivalence, the non
parametric test of Grier (1971) was employed. This test
ing procedure uses the probabilities ofhits and false alarms,
one set for each level of the second dimension (see Grier,
1971, for details). In general, in the marginal case, the num
ber ofd's and f3s that are tested for equivalence is equal to
the number of levels of the secondary dimension. In the
conditional case, the number that is tested is always two
(e.g., conditioning on level I vs. level 2). The procedure

croanalysis in the case ofORIENTATION conditional on LO

CATION at level 1 of CURVATURE. It has been my experi
ence that this occurs mostly in the microanalyses and that
the magnitudes of such negative d's are rather small
(Id' I < 0.5). Such small estimated values should be inter
preted as d's ofzero-that is, no discriminability between
the two levels. If the magnitude of a negative d' estimate
was "large," this would indicate that the elliptical densities
are tilted in opposite directions and cross over each other,
such that the d' above the decision criterion would have
the opposite sign to the d' below the decision criterion.

It may be noted that an 8 X 8 confusion matrix is also
consistent with 4 X 2 and 2 X 4 stimulus designs. For il
lustration purposes, the output for the 4 X 2 design is
shown in Appendix C; this would be interpreted as four
levels ofa FORM dimension and two levels of LOCATION.

(The format of the output for the 2 X 4 design would be
similar.)

The output and interpretations of these designs are
identical to designs with two levels, but now each dimen
sion is tested across all levels ofthe secondary dimension.
Usually, the levels would be ordered along a single di
mension (which is not the case in the present example);
thus, there would be little, ifany, distributional overlap be
tween, say, levels 1 and 3, rendering the tests for condi
tional d' and f3 estimates at level 1 versus level 3 (and by
fiat level 4) ofless practical importance. Nonadjacent lev
els are therefore not tested.

Co

level 2

Cc

level 1

level 1

level 2

ORIENTATION



computes a mean value, and each obtained value is com
pared with this mean to determine whether it is signifi
cantly different from it. The default significance levels for
the d's are greater than or equal to 1.0 standard error ofthe
mean (SEM; denoted by * in the output) or greater than or
equal to 1.5 SEM (given as **). For {3, the default values
are greater than or equal to 0.10 (*) or greater than or
equal to 0.15 (**) ofthe mean B" index (called Bindex in
output; Grier, 1971).

Availability
The program is available for IBM-compatible personal

computers. It can be obtained free of charge from the au
thor in compiled form. Please specify diskette size (5.25
or 3.5 in.).
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NOTES

I. For example, a design to test two dimensions, where each has only
two levels, results in a 4 x 4 confusion matrix with 12 degrees of free
dom, thus allowing estimation of at most 12 parameters. A full Gauss
ian model for this simplest design that would allow failures of PS, OS,
and PI would have 22 parameters (6 parameters for the means, i.e., the
x- and y-coordinates ofthe mean vectors for each 00 stimuli, since with
out loss ofgenerality stimulus, A I B I can be set at the origin; 12 parame
ters in total for the variance-covariance matrixv o,, O'y, pxy~for each
of the four stimuli; and 4 parameters for the coordinates of the decision
boundsv--Z for each decision bound if one wants to test for OS). The full
model that would reflect failures of PS, OS, and PI, therefore, is not
testable using this procedure in this design.

2. It may seem peculiar that the three dimensions in this study often
violate PS (-PS) when these seem intuitively separable and when the
two dimensions of curvature (or size) and line orientation have in fact
been shown to be "separable" in Gamer's sense (e.g., Gamer & Felfoldy,
1970), in the PS sense ofGRT (Ashby & Lee, 1991, using hierarchical
model-fitting; Kadlec & Townsend, 1992b, in reanalyzing Nosofsky's,
1985, data using MSOA), and using multidimensional scaling analysis
(e.g., Nosofsky, 1985; Shepard, 1964). In this study, however, the task
was more difficult with the addition of a third dimension (location),
which may have resulted in the dimensions now interacting. These re
sults are currently under investigation (Kadlec, 1992, and ongoing further
experimentation). Ultimately, this hypothesis and other hypotheses about
which dimensions are separable are empirical questions; the results pre
sented here show that we cannot (or should not) trust our intuition in
these matters.

APPENDIX A
Main Menu of MSDA

MAIN MENU
Please select number from the options below

o - program info
1 - select DESIGN
2 - select CONFUSION MATRIX file for analysis
3 - VIEW confusion matrix
4 - ANALYZE confusion matrix
5 - SHOW contents of OUTPUT file on screen
6 - PRINT contents of OUTPUT file

x - EXIT program
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APPENDIXB
Sample Output of MSDA:

Results for the Confusion Matrix in Table 3 Analyzed Within a 2 X 2 X 2 Design

Output for matrix in file <2X2X2.MTX>
Design = 2x2x2

MARGINAL ANALYSES
*****************

*** CURVATURE across ORIENTATION ***

@ level 1 of LOCATION

ORIENTATION
level

1:
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

MRI
PI

0.900
0.890

(0.4343)

probabilities:
P2

0.980
0.770

(0.0000)

Marginal Estimates:

**

Detection
B12

0.166
1.000

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

3.660
2.800

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

@ level 2 of LOCATION

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p[Ho]) :

MRI
PI

0.840
0.550

(0.0000)

probabilities:
P2

0.740
0.680

(0.1052)

Marginal Estimates:Detection
B12

0.547
0.807

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

3.450
2.520

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

*** ORIENTATION across CURVATURE ***

@ level 1 of LOCATION

MRI
PI

0.910
0.750

(0.0000)

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

(p[Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.510
0.640

(0.0056)

Marginal Estimates:

**

Detection
B12

2.661
1.000

?DS
*

Signal
d'12

1. 450
1. 413

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

@ level 2 of LOCATION

MRI
PI

0.800
0.590

(0.0000)

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.320
0.500

(0.0000)
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CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS:

Signal
d'12

1.440
1.383

PS -DS

Detection
B12

2.442
1.365

**

Marginal Estimates:

*** CURVATURE across LOCATION ***

@ level 1 of ORIENTATION

MRI
PI

0.850
0.870

(0.3272)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p[Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.750
0.810

(0.0798)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS:

Signal
d'12

3.660
3.450

PS -DS

Detection
B12

0.166
0.547

**

Marginal Estimates:

@ level 2 of ORIENTATION

MRI
PI

0.480
0.500

(0.3079)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.690
0.600

(0.0332)

Marginal Estimates:Detection
B12

1. 000
0.807

?DS

Signal
d'12

2.800
2.520

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

*** LOCATION across CURVATURE ***

@ level 1 of ORIENTATION

MRI
PI

0.910
0.750

(0.0000)

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

(p[Ho]) :

probabi 1 it .ie s-:
P2

0.800
0.590

(0.0000)

Marginal Estimates:Detection
B12

6.965
11. 4 90

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

3.545
3.027

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

@ level 2 of ORIENTATION

MRI
PI

0.510
0.640

(0.0056)

CURVATURE
level

1 ;
2 ;

(p[Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.320
0.500

(0.0000)
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Marginal Estimates:

**

Detection
B12

5.674
1. 389

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

2.130
1.678

CURVATURE
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

*** ORIENTATION across LOCATION ***

@ level 1 of CURVATURE

MRI
PI

0.850
0.870

(0.3272)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.480
0.500

(0.3079)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 ;

significance:
CONCLUSIONS:

Signal
d'12

1.450
1. 440

PS DS

Detection
B12

2.661
2.442

Marginal Estimates:

@ level 2 of CURVATURE

MRI
PI

0.750
0.810

(0.0798)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.690
0.600

(0.0332)

LOCATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS:

Signal
d'12

1.413
1.383

PS -DS

Detection
B12

1. 000
1. 365

Marginal Estimates:

*** LOCATION across ORIENTATION ***

@ level 1 of CURVATURE

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p [Ho]) :

MRI
PI

0.900
0.890

(0.4343)

probabilities:
P2

0.840
0.550

(0.0000)

Marginal Estimates:Detection
B12

6.965
5.674

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

3.545
2.130

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

@ level 2 of CURVATURE

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

(p[Ho]) :

MRI
PI

0.980
0.770

(0.0000)

probabilities:
P2

0.740
0.680

(0.1052)

ORIENTATION
level

1 :
2 :

Signal Detection Marginal Estimates:
dO, 12 B12

3.027 11.490
1.678 1.389
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significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

**
?DS

**

Note: for d',
for B,

* >=1.0 s.e.m.; ** >=1.5 s.e.m.
* >=0.10 Bindex; ** >=0.15 Bindex

CONDITIONAL ANALYSES
********************

Sampling Independence Joint Probability (observed) vs.
********************* Product of Marginals (predicted by SI)

3-way SI
********

Response
III 112 121 122 211 212 221 222

Stirn
111 0.840 0.010 0.060 0.000 0.070 0.000 0.020 0.000

0.829 0.008 0.072 0.001 0.082 0.001 0.007 0.000

112 0.100 0.770 0.000 0.070 0.010 0.030 0.000 0.020
0.094 0.761 0.009 0.075 0.006 0.049* 0.001 0.005

121 0.420 0.020 0.470 0.010 0.040 0.000 0.040 0.000
0.428 0.013 0.464 0.014 0.037 0.001 0.040 0.001

122 0.130 0.250 0.200 0.300 0.050 0.030 0.020 0.020
0.162 0.243 0.190 0.285 0.022** 0.033 0.026 0.039**

211 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.740 0.010 0.240 0.000
0.008 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.745 0.008 0.235 0.002

212 0.010 0.000 0.000 0.020 0.220 0.590 0.010 0.150
0.006 0.019 0.001 0.004 0.191 0.6If5 0.042 0.133

221 0.010 O.OOG 0.070 0.000 0.200 0.030 0.570 0.120
0.016 0.003 0.052 0.009 0.188 0.033 0.594 0.105

222 0.010 0.000 0.020 0.060 0.070 0.240 0.160 0.440
0.007 0.021 0.016 0.045 0.076 0.215 0.161 0.458

NOTE: * p<. 10; ** p<.05

SUMMARY: sampling independence has failed in the following cells
stimulus 112 response 212
stimulus 122 response 211
stimulus 122 response 222

Further tests of Sampling Independence
**************************************

cell

1121212

dimensions
joint
prob.

product
of marginals

1 & 2 0.040 0.055
1 & 3 0.050 0.053
2 & 3 0.800 0.810

1221211
1 & 2 0.080 0.055*
1 & 3 0.070 0.048
2 & 3 0.180 0.184

1221222
1 & 2 0.040 0.065*
1 & 3 0.050 0.072
2 & 3 0.320 0.324
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Signal Detection MICROANALYSES
******************************

*** CURVATURE I ORIENTATION

*-> @ level 1 of LOCATION

CURVATURE levels: 1 & 2

***

subject's response on ORIENTATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on ORIENTATION
d' 3.659 3.233* 3.660
beta: 0.231 0.047* 0.166 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on ORIENTATION
d' 3.110 2.750 2.800
beta: 0.574 1.134** 1.000 ?-PI and ?-DS

*-> @ level 2 of LOCATION

CURVATURE levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on ORIENTATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on ORIENTATION
d' 3.970 1.985** 3.450
beta: 0.336 0.637* 0.547 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on ORIENTATION
d' 2.805 2.636 2.520
beta: 0.270 1.414** 0.807 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** ORIENTATION I CURVATURE ***

*-> @ level 1 of LOCATION

ORIENTATION levels: 1 & 2

stimulus
d'
beta:

stimulus
d'
beta:

subject's response
1

@ level 1
1.555
3.079

@ level 2
1.150
0.516

on CURVATURE:
2 Marg.

on CURVATURE
0.766** 1.450
1.341** 2.661

on CURVATURE
1.372 1.413
1. 017** 1. 000

CONCLUSIONS

?-PI and ?-DS

?-PI and ?-DS

*-> @ level 2 of LOCATION

ORIENTATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on CURVATURE:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on CURVATURE
d' 1.621 0.000** 1.440
beta: 2.809 1.000** 2.442 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on CURVATURE
d' 0.788 1.385* 1.383
beta: 0.522 1.483** 1.365 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** CURVATURE I LOCATION ***

*-> @ level 1 of ORIENTATION

CURVATURE levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on
1

stimulus @ level 1 on
d' 3.651

LOCATION:
2

LOCATION
2.560**

Marg.

3.660

CONCLUSIONS
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beta:
stimulus

d'
beta:

0.164
@ level 2

3.064
0.540

0.038
on LOCATION

3.538
0.527

0.166

3.450
0.547

?-PI and ?-DS

PI and DS

*-> @ level 2 of ORIENTATION

CURVATURE levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on LOCATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on LOCATION
d' 2.694 3.527 2.800
beta: 1.108 0.060** 1. 000 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on LOCATION
d' 2.135 2.776* 2.520
beta: 0.757 0.969 0.807 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** LOCATION I CURVATURE ***

*-> @ level 1 of ORIENTATION

LOCATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on CURVATURE:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on CURVATURE
d' 3.568 2.561* 3.545
beta: 6.769 2.234** 6.965 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on CURVATURE
d' 0.432 3.036** 3.027
beta: 0.911 11.412** 11.490 ?-PI and ?-DS

r'

*-> @ level 2 of ORIENTATION

LOCATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on CURVATURE:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on CURVATURE
d' 2.161 1.324* 2.130
beta: 5.206 3.177 5.674 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on CURVATURE
d' 1.967 1.644 1.678
beta: 2.959 1.296** 1.389 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** ORIENTATION I LOCATION ***

*-> @ level 1 of CURVATURE

ORIENTATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on LOCATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on LOCATION
d' 1. 456 -0.432** 1.450
beta: 2.629 0.911** 2.661 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on LOCATION
d' 1.820 1. 352 1. 440
beta: 4.176 2.229* 2.442 ?-PI and ?-DS

*-> @ level 2 of CURVATURE
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ORIENTATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on LOCATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on LOCATION
d' 1.382 0.840* 1.413
beta: 1.011 0.703* 1.000 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on LOCATION
d' 2.234 1.218** 1.383
beta: 3.962 1.204** 1.365 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** LOCATION I ORIENTATION ***

*-> @ level 1 of CURVATURE

LOCATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on ORIENTATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on ORIENTATION
d' 3.491 4.095 3.545
beta: 7.434 0.123** 6.965 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on ORIENTATION
d' 2.010 2.314 2.130
beta: 4.323 8.464 5.674 PI and DS

*-> @ level 2 of CURVATURE

LOCATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on ORIENTATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on ORIENTATION
d' 2.814 3.654** 3.027
beta: 10.136 2.341** 11. 490 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on ORIENTATION
d' 1.823 1.628 1.678
beta: 1. 544 1.355 1.389 PI and DS

Note: for d', * >=1.0 s.e.m.; ** >=1.5 s.e.m.
for B, * >=0.10 Bindex; ** >=0.15 Bindex

APPENDIXC
Sample Output of MSDA:

Results for the Confusion Matrix in Table 3 Analyzed Within a 4 X 2 Design

Output for matrix in file <2X2X2.MTX>
Design = 4x2

MARGINAL ANALYSES
*****************

*** FORM across LOCATION ***

LOCATION MRI probabilities:
level PI p2 P3 P4

1 : 0.850 0.480 0.750 0.690
2: 0.870 0.500 0.810 0.600

(p [Ho]) : (0.3272) (0.3079) (0.0798) (0.0332)

LOCATION Signal Detection Marginal Estimates:
level d'12 B12 d' 23 B23 d'34 B34

1 : 1. 500 3.320 2.423 3.686 1.204 1.134
2: 1. 470 2.946 2.275 1.817 1. 247 1.593
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significance: ** *

CONCLUSIONS: PS -OS

*** LOCATION across FORM ***

MRI
PI

0.990
0.970
0.990
0.850

(0.0000)

FORM
level

1 :
2 :
3 :
4:

(p [Ho]) :

probabilities:
P2

0.890
0.600
0.760
0.740

(0.0000)

Marginal Estimates:Detection
B12

6.965
5.674

11.490
1.389

?DS
**

Signal
d'12

3.545
2.130
3.027
1.678

FORM
level

1 :
2 :
3 :
4 :

significance:
CONCLUSIONS: -PS

Note: for d', * >=1.0 s.e.m.; ** >~1.5 S.e.m.
for B, * >~0.10 Bindex; ** >=0.15 Bindex

CONDITIONAL ANALYSES
********************

Sampling Independence
*********************

Joint Probability (observed) vs.
Product of Marginals (pr~dicted by SI)

2-way SI
********

11 12
Response
21 22 31 32 41 42

Stim
11 0.840

0.842
0.010
0.009

0.060
0.059

0.000
0.001

0.070 0.000 0.020
0.069 0.001 0.020

0.000
0.000

12 0.100
0.096

0.770
0.774

0.000
0.008

0.070
0.062

0.010 0.030 0.000
0.004 0.036 0.002

0.020
0.018

21 0.420
0.427

0.020
0.013

0.470
0.466

0.010
0.014

0.040 0.000 0.040
0.039 0.001 0.039

0.000
0.001

22 0.130
0.152

0.250
0.228

0.200
0.200

0.300
0.300

0.050 0.030 0.020
0.032* 0.048* 0.016

0.020
0.024

31 0.010
0.010

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

0.740 0.010 0.240
0.743 0.008 0.238

0.000
0.002

32 0.010
0.002

0.000
0.008

0.000
0.005

0.020
0.015

0.220 0.590 0.010
0.194 0.616 0.038

0.150
0.122

41 0.010
0.009

0.000
0.002

0.070
0.060

0.000
0.011

0.200 0.030 0.570
0.195 0.035 0.587

0.120
0.103

42 0.010
0.003

0.000
0.007

0.020
0.021

0.060
0.059

0.070 0.240 0.160
0.081 0.229 0.156

0.440
0.444

NOTE: * p<. 10; ** p<.05
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SUMMARY: sampling independence has failed in the following cells
stimulus 22 response 31
stimulus = 22 response = 32

Signal Detection MICROANALYSES
******************************

*** FORM I LOCATION ***

FORM levels: 1 & 2

stimulus
d'
beta:

stimulus
d'
beti;l:

subject's response
1

@ level 1
1. 505
3.291

@ level 2
1.695
4.209

FORM levels: 2 & 3

on LOCATION:
2

on LOCATION
-0.432**
0.911**

on LOCATION
1. 417
2.728

Marg.

1.500
3.320

1. 470
2.946

CONCLUSIONS

?-PI and ?-DS

PI and DS supported

subject's response on LOCATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on LOCATION
d' 2.403 3.527* 2.423
beta: 3.628 0.060** 3.686 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on LOCATION
d' 2.527 2.401 2.275
beta: 0.751 2.873** 1.817 ?-PI and ?-DS

FORM levels: 3 & 4

subject's response on LOCATION:
1 2 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on LOCATION
d' 1.137 0.840 1. 204
beta: 1.159 0.703** 1.134 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on LOCATION
d' 2.027 1.091** 1. 247
beta: 4.302 1.397** 1.593 ?-PI and ?-DS

*** LOCATION I FORM ***

LOCATION levels: 1 & 2

subject's response on FORM:
1 2 3 4 Marg. CONCLUSIONS

stimulus @ level 1 on FORM
d' 3.490 3.937 2.141 3.233 3.545
beta: 6.697 0.097 2.341 0.047** 6.965 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 2 on FORM
d' 2.103 2.310 0.833 1.150* 2.130
beta: 3.874 8.089 1.842 1.937** 5.674 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 3 on FORM
d' 0.000 0.000 2.838 3.595** 3.027
beta: 1.000 1.000 9.990 2.569* 11. 490 ?-PI and ?-DS

stimulus @ level 4 on FORM
d' 0.000 2.141 1.877 1.557* 1.678
beta: 1. 000 2.341 1. 414 1. 277 1.389 ?-PI and ?-DS

Note: for d',
for B,

* >=1.0 s.e.m.; ** >=1.5 s.e.m.
* >=0.10 Bindex; ** >=0.15 Bindex

(Manuscript received May 25, 1994;
revision accepted for publication September 15, 1994.)


